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No  Question  Marks  Keyword(s)  

1  State   the   units   and   dimensions   of   magnetic   dipole   moment.  2  Units,  
Dimensions  

2  Is   magnetic   dipole   moment   a   scalar   or   vector   quantity?   How   is   the   direction  
of   the   magnetic   dipole   moment   determined?  

2  Magnetic   dipole  
moment  

3  Obtain   an   expression   for   the   magnetic   dipole   moment   of   a   revolving  
electron.  

3  Magnetic   dipole  
moment  

4  What   is   the   relation   between   the   magnetic   dipole   moment   ( m )   and   orbital  
angular   momentum   ( J )   of   a   revolving   electron?  

3  Magnetic   dipole  
moment  

5  Derive   the   equation   for   the   magnetic   field   at   the   end   of   a   small   bar   magnet.  3  Magnetic  
field-Bar  
magnet  

6  Derive   an   expression   for   the   magnetic   field   at   a   point   on   the   equator   of   a  
small   bar   magnet.  

3  Magnetic  
field-Bar  
magnet  

7  Show   that   the   magnetic   moment   is   numerically   equal   to   the   torque   acting   on  
the   magnet   when   it   is   held   perpendicular   to   a   uniform   magnetic   field.  

5  Derivation  

8  What   do   the   magnetic   lines   of   force   represent?   State   the   properties   of  
magnetic   lines   of   force.  

3  Properties  

9  Define   the   following   terms:   (i)   geomagnetic   poles   of   earth,   9ii)   magnetic  
axis,   (iii)   magnetic   equator.  

3  Define  

10  Explain   the   three   elements   of   earth’s   magnetic   field.   Do   these   elements   at   a  
particular   place   change   with   time?   

3  Define  

11  Define   the   following   terms:   (i)   angle   of   dip,   (ii)   angle   of   declination,   and   (iii)  
horizontal   component   of   earth’s   magnetic   field.  

3  Define  

12  What   is   the   value   of   angle   of   dip   at   the   magnetic   equator?   What   does   it  
mean?  

2  Angle   of   dip  

13  If   the   horizontal   and   vertical   components   of   earth’s   magnetic   field   are   equal  
at   a   place,   what   will   be   the   angle   of   dip   at   that   place?  

1  Angle   of   dip  

14  Which   parameters   (magnetic   elements)   are   required   to   completely   specify  
earth’s   magnetic   field   at   a   point   on   earth’s   surface?  

2  Magnetic  
elements  

15  Define   the   term   “magnetic   lines   of   force”.   Trace   the   magnetic   lines   of   force  
for   a   bar   magnet.  

2  Magnetic   lines  
of   force.  

16  What   is   the   maximum   value   of   angle   of   dip?   Where   is   it   and   what   does   it  
mean?  

2  Angle   of   Dip  
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